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a b s t r a c t
An exact analysis, based on a simple reduction procedure, is described in this work for
finding the linear solution of the normally incident incoming waves in the presence of
surface tension (ST) in two liquids, where the liquids are bounded on the left by a rigid
vertical wall. Analytical expressions for the velocity potentials in each of the two liquids
are obtained here assuming the lower liquid to be of uniform finite depth and the upper
liquid to be of uniform finite height.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The problem of water waves on a sloping beach, where the beach makes an angle pi/2n with the horizontal, n being
any integer, is a subject of major importance as regards the understanding of the near shore zone and offering insights for
improvement of coastal structure design. The particular case n = 1 reduces the well known sloping beach problem to ones
involving a vertical wall (cf. [1,2]). For the problem involving a vertical wall, where waves are supposed to be propagating
towards the wall from infinity and no reflection of waves by the wall is assumed, it follows that the wall-bound wave carries
certain energy with it and is totally reflected back, as there is no mechanism for absorbing (or dissipating) the incoming
energy in an inviscid fluid system with a rigid wall (cf. [3]). The assumption of no reflection of waves by the wall can be
justified by introducing a source (sink) type behavior, i.e. logarithmic type singularity in the potential function at the origin.
However, if the ST effect is considered, this requirement of logarithmic singularity in the potential function at the origin is
not necessary, as the wave amplitude remains finite there (cf. [4]).
The problem of incoming waves incident on a wall in a single liquid and its subsequent generalizations have been
considered by numerous authors (cf. [1–10]). The present analysis, however, is concerned with the study of waves
progressing towards a vertical wall in a two-layered liquid medium and incident normally on it, when the lower liquid
is of finite depth h and the upper liquid is of finite height H, assuming linear theory. The novelty of the present study is based
on the fact that the ST effect at the interface of the two liquids is considered and a simple reduction procedure is employed
to solve the problem. Assuming no reflection of waves by the wall, analytical expressions for the velocity potentials in each
of the two liquids are obtained. As a particular case, a known result for the problem involving a liquid of finite depth h in the
presence of the ST effect at the free surface is recovered (cf. [5]).
2. Mathematical formulation
Consider two-dimensional irrotational motion of two inviscid, immiscible liquids under the action of gravity and ST at
the interface of the liquids. Cartesian coordinates are chosen with y measured vertically downwards (cf. [11]) into the lower
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liquid of density ρ1 and y = 0, x > 0 is the mean position of the interface of the liquids when at rest, x = 0 is the wall
position. Assume that the liquids are of infinite horizontal extent and the origin O is taken as the point of intersection of the
wall with the mean interface, so that the two liquids occupy the regions 0 < y ≤ h and − H ≤ y < 0 for x > 0.
Usual assumptions of linear theory ensure the existence of the velocity potentials Φ1(x, y, t) and Φ2(x, y, t) for the lower
and upper liquids respectively, which for simple harmonic motion are
Φj(x, y, t) = Re[φj(x, y) exp(−iσt)], j = 1, 2, (1)
where σ is the circular frequency.
The problem is findingΦ1,Φ2 which behave as x→∞ like progressive waves moving towards the wall. Thus the problem
under consideration can be investigated by way of determining the potentials φ1(x, y),φ2(x, y), satisfying the boundary
value problem (BVP) given below:
(i) The equation of continuity produces the two-dimensional Laplace equation:
∇2φj = 0, (j = 1, 2) in the respective flow domain. (2)
(ii) The linearized form of the kinematic condition at the interface y = 0, x > 0 produces
φ1y = φ2y . (3a)
This condition ensures the continuity of the normal component of the velocity across the common interface.
The linearized dynamic condition which, in the presence of ST, states that the pressure jump across the common interface
must be balanced by the coefficient of ST times the linearized curvature of the interface, gives
Kφ1 + φ1y − s(Kφ2 + φ2y)+Mφ1yyy = 0, (3b)
where K = σ2/g is the wavenumber, g is the acceleration due to gravity, M = τ
ρ1g
where τ is the coefficient of ST and
s = ρ2/ρ1.
It is interesting to note here that due to the first condition, i.e. the kinematic condition, the coefficient of ST term, i.e.
φ1yyy , can be replaced by φ2yyy .
It is to be mentioned here that, due to the presence of the coupled boundary conditions given by (3a) and (3b) at the
interface, it is difficult, in general, to find the solution of such a problem in a two-layered liquid medium.
(iii) Since the normal component of velocity vanishes at any fixed boundary, it is necessary to impose the following
conditions at the rigid bottom and top:
φ1y = 0 y = h, x > 0




(iv) at the vertical wall x = 0
φ1x = 0 when 0 < y ≤ h and φ2x = 0 when − H ≤ y < 0. (5)
Since in the presence of ST, the wave amplitude remains finite at the shore line (cf. [4]), the conditions at the point where
the interface meets the vertical wall are
φ1,φ2 remain finite as r = (x2 + y2)1/2 → 0. (6)
Condition (6) ensures that the energy is bounded at the sharp edge.
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The objective of the present study is to find solutions which behave at infinity like progressive waves moving towards
the wall. Thus following Gorgui and Kassem [12] we can assume
φ1 → cosh k0(h− y)sinh k0h exp(−ik0x)
φ2 →− cosh k0(H + y)sinh k0H exp(−ik0x)
 as x→∞, (7)
where k0 is the real positive root of the transcendental equation
∆(k) ≡ K(coth kh+ s coth kH)− k(1− s)−Mk3 = 0. (8)
3. Solution of the problem
To solve the problem, mathematically, we reduce the BVP described by (2)–(6) to another simpler BVP. Let us introduce
two new functions ψ1 and ψ2 of (x, y) via the following relations:
φ1(x, y) = 2 cosh k0(h− y)sinh k0h cos k0x+ψ1(x, y)
φ2(x, y) = −2 cosh k0(H + y)sinh k0H cos k0x+ψ2(x, y),
 (9)
so that ψ1,ψ2 satisfy the BVP described by (2)–(6) and
ψ1 →− cosh k0(h− y)sinh k0h exp(ik0x)
ψ2 → cosh k0(H + y)sinh k0H exp(ik0x)
 as x→∞. (10)
Thus the problem reduces to that of determining the functions ψ1,ψ2. Let us choose ψ1,ψ2 as follows:
ψ1(x, y) = c
∫ ∞
0
cosh k(h− y) sinh kH
∆(k)
cos kx dk
ψ2(x, y) = −c
∫ ∞
0




where ψ1,ψ2 given by (11) satisfy the boundary value problem described by (2)–(6).
In this case ∆(k) has a simple pole at k = k0 > 0 (say), a simple pole at k = k′ < 0 (say) and an infinite number of
complex poles, whose real parts are positive, of the form sαn± ikn (cf. [13]). It is interesting to note that in the absence of the
upper liquid and ST effect,∆(k) = 0 has a simple real positive root k0 > 0, and an infinite number of purely imaginary roots
of the form±ikn (cf. [14]). The path of integration is indented below the pole at k = k0 to account for the outgoing nature of
ψ1,ψ2 as x→∞ and c is a constant to be determined such that the conditions at infinity, given by (10), are satisfied.
Thus evaluating the contour integrals of (11), ψ1(x, y),ψ2(x, y) can be represented as follows:
ψ1(x, y) = 2piic[G(k0) cosh k0(h− y) sinh k0H exp(ik0x)
+∑G(ξ) cosh ξ(h− y) sinh ξH exp(iξx)
−∑G(ξ) cosh ξ(h− y) sinh ξH exp(−iξx)]
ψ2(x, y) = −2piic[G(k0) cosh k0(H + y) sinh k0h exp(ik0x)
+∑G(ξ) cosh ξ(H + y) sinh ξh exp(iξx)







f (x) = {(1− s)+ 3Mx2} sinh 2xh sinh2 xH + 2h{x(1− s)+Mx3} sinh2 xH
+{(1− s)+ 3Mx2}s sinh2 xh sinh 2xH + 2sH{x(1− s)+Mx3} sinh2 xh,
g(x) = cosh xh sinh xH + s cosh xH sinh xh,
ξ = sαn + ikn, ξ = sαn − ikn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
Conditions at infinity given by (10) are satisfied by choosing c = i
2pi
D, (13)
where D = [G(k0) sinh k0h sinh k0H]−1.
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Using (13) into (12), ψ1 and ψ2 are obtained as follows:
ψ1(x, y) = − cosh k0(h− y)sinh k0h exp(ik0x)− D
∑
G(ξ) cosh ξ(h− y)
× sinh ξH exp(iξx)+ D∑G(ξ) cosh ξ(h− y) sinh ξH exp(−iξx)
ψ2(x, y) = cosh k0(H + y)sinh k0H exp(ik0x)+ D
∑
G(ξ) cosh ξ(H + y)
× sinh ξh exp(iξx)− D∑G(ξ) cosh ξ(H + y) sinh ξh exp(−iξx).

(14)
Thus the solution of the original BVP, described by (2)–(6) together with the condition at infinity given by (7), may be
found via (9), which is given by
φ1(x, y) = cosh k0(h− y)sinh k0h exp(−ik0x)− D
∑
G(ξ) cosh ξ(h− y)
× sinh ξH exp(iξx)+ D∑G(ξ) cosh ξ(h− y) sinh ξH exp(−iξx)
φ2(x, y) = − cosh k0(H + y)sinh k0H exp(−ik0x)+ D
∑
G(ξ) cosh ξ(H + y)
× sinh ξh exp(iξx)− D∑G(ξ) cosh ξ(H + y) sinh ξh exp(−iξx).

(15)
The two standing wave solutions, for each φ1(x, y) and φ2(x, y), which remain finite at the shore line (cf. [3]) can be
obtained easily from (15). Thus, re-introducing the time factor, the explicit expressions for Φ1(x, y, t),Φ2(x, y, t) have been
found, given by
Φ1(x, y, t) = cosh k0(h− y)sinh k0h cos(k0x+ σt)− 2D sinσt
∑
u(kn) exp(−knx)




where u(kn) and v(kn) are given in Appendix A.
Φ1,Φ2 represented by (16) correspond to a progressive wave train progressing towards a vertical wall in two immiscible
liquids in the presence of ST at the interface.
4. Special case
In the absence of the upper liquid, i.e. when s = 0, we find (see Appendix B)
D = 2[2k0h(1+Mk
2
0)+ (1+ 3Mk20) sinh 2k0h]
sinh 2k0h
,
u(kn) = − cos kn(h− y) cos knh[2knh(1−Mk2n)+ (1− 3Mk2n) sin 2knh]
,
so that
Φ1(x, y, t) = cosh k0(h− y)sinh k0h cos(k0x+ σt)+
4[2k0h(1+Mk20)+ (1+ 3Mk20) sinh 2k0h]
sinh 2k0h
sinσt
×∑ cos kn(h− y) cos knh
2knh(1−Mk2n)+ (1− 3Mk2n) sin 2knh
exp(−knx), (17)
where k0 > 0 is the unique real positive root of the transcendental equation
k(1+Mk2) tanh kh− K = 0
and the kn’s (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .) are the real positive roots of the transcendental equation
k(1−Mk2) tan kh+ K = 0.
To check, if one assumes




φ(x, y)→ coshα0(h− y)
coshα0h
exp(−iα0x) as x→∞,
in the calculations of Mandal and Kundu [5], the expression for Φ1(x, y, t) for a single liquid in the presence of ST given by
(17) can be recovered.
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5. Conclusions
A simple reduction procedure is employed here to find the solution for waves in two superposed liquids progressing
towards a vertical wall and incident, normally, on it. Using linear theory, the analytical expressions for the velocity potentials
describing the motion in each liquid are obtained here, assuming the ST effect at the interface of the liquids. The solutions are
obtained here assuming the lower and upper liquids to be of finite depth and finite height respectively. The major advantage
of the method described in this work is that the solution of the corresponding problem in the absence of the ST effect can
be found simply by the substitution of τ = 0. As a special case, the corresponding result for the velocity potential in a single
liquid with the ST effect at the free surface in the presence of a vertical wall is deduced and identified with the known
result derived by Mandal and Kundu [5]. This problem is a simplified mathematical model of the well known sloping beach
problem arising in oceanography.
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Appendix A
We have
u(kn) = [H2X1Y1 + H2X2Y2 − H1X2Y1 + H1X1Y2]
X21 + X22
, v(kn) = [J2X1Y1 + J2X2Y2 − J1X2Y1 + J1X1Y2]
X21 + X22
,
where the intermediate functions in these terms are given by
H1 = G1 cos sαnx− G2 sin sαnx, H2 = G1 sin sαnx+ G2 cos sαnx,
Xi = Ai + Bi + Ci + Di, Yi = Ei + Fi, (i = 1, 2)
J1 = I1 cos sαnx− I2 sin sαnx, J2 = I1 sin sαnx+ I2 cos sαnx,
with
G1 = T(h− y)V(H)− U(h− y)W(H), G2 = T(h− y)W(H)+ U(h− y)V(H),
A1 = [L1{R(h)(P(H)− 1)− S(h)Q(H)} − L2{S(h)(P(H)− 1)+ R(h)Q(H)}]2 ,
A2 = [L2{R(h)(P(H)− 1)− S(h)Q(H)} + L1{S(h)(P(H)− 1)+ R(h)Q(H)}]2 ,
B1 = L3h[P(H)− 1] − L4hQ(H), B2 = L3hQ(H)+ L4h[P(H)− 1],
C1 = s[L1{R(H)(P(h)− 1)− S(H)Q(h)} − L2{S(H)(P(h)− 1)+ R(H)Q(h)}]2 ,
C2 = s[L2{R(H)(P(h)− 1)− S(H)Q(h)} + L1{S(H)(P(h)− 1)+ R(H)Q(h)}]2 ,
D1 = s{L3H[P(h)− 1] − L4HQ(h)}, D2 = s{L3HQ(h)+ L4H[P(h)− 1]},
E1 = T(h)V(H)− U(h)W(H), E2 = T(h)W(H)+ U(h)V(H),
F1 = s[T(H)V(h)− U(H)W(h)], F2 = s[T(H)W(h)+ U(H)V(h)],
I1 = T(H + y)V(h)− U(H + y)W(h), I2 = T(H + y)W(h)+ U(H + y)V(h).
Also
T(x) = cosh sαnx cos knx, U(x) = sinh sαnx sin knx,
V(x) = sinh sαnx cos knx, W(x) = cosh sαnx sin knx,
L1 = 1− s+ 3M(s2α2n − k2n), L2 = 6Msαnkn,
L3 = s(1− s)αn +M(s3α3n − 3sαnk2n), L4 = kn(1− s)+M(3s2α2nkn − k3n),
P(x) = cosh 2sαnx cos 2knx, Q(x) = sinh 2sαnx sin 2knx,
R(x) = sinh 2sαnx cos 2knx, S(x) = cosh 2sαnx sin 2knx.
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Appendix B
Upon substitution of s = 0, i.e. in the absence of the upper liquid, we find
f (x) = 2hx(1+Mx2) sinh2 xH + (1+ 3Mx2) sinh 2xh sinh2 xH,
g(x) = cosh xh sinh xH, so that G(x) = cosh xh[(1+ 3Mx2) sinh 2xh+ 2xh(1+Mx2)] sinh xH
and hence D = 2[2k0h(1+Mk
2
0)+ (1+ 3Mk20) sinh 2k0h]
sinh 2k0h
.
Also T(x) = cos knx, U(x) = V(x) = 0, W(x) = sin knx,
and P(x) = cos 2knx, Q(x) = 0, R(x) = 0, S(x) = sin 2knx,
L1 = 1− 3Mk2n, L2 = L3 = 0, L4 = kn(1−Mk2n),
A1 = B1 = C1 = D1 = 0,
A2 = −(1− 3Mk2n) sin2 knH sin 2knh, B2 = −2knh(1−Mk2n) sin2 knH,
C2 = D2 = 0,
X1 = 0, X2 = −[2knh(1−Mk2n)+ (1− 3Mk2n) sin 2knh] sin2 knH,
E1 = F1 = 0, E2 = cos knh sin knH, F2 = 0
Y1 = 0, Y2 = cos knh sin knH,
G1 = 0, G2 = cos kn(h− y) sin knH, H1 = 0, H2 = G2,
so that u(kn) = − cos kn(h− y) cos knh[2knh(1−Mk2n)+ (1− 3Mk2n) sin 2knh]
.
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